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•• Home PracticeHome Practice
➡➡ CDCD’’s, Books, & Practices, Books, & Practice

•• Supervised TrainingSupervised Training
➡➡ One contact weekOne contact week

•• Video PracticumVideo Practicum

•• Individualized AssignmentsIndividualized Assignments

•• NLP:  140 HoursNLP:  140 Hours
➡➡ Six months of application requiredSix months of application required

between prac. & master prac.between prac. & master prac.

•• Hypnotism:  500 HoursHypnotism:  500 Hours
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•• SuccessSuccess      RationalizationRationalization  ~or~~or~  ImaginationImagination

•• Perceived reality is subjectivePerceived reality is subjective

➡➡What you see is what you thoughtWhat you see is what you thought

•• All cells communicateAll cells communicate

➡➡It is not mind/body connectionIt is not mind/body connection

➡➡You are a body/mindYou are a body/mind

•• Learning is Learning is YOURYOUR job! job!
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>>
Rationalization or ImaginationRationalization or Imagination

ContextContext

= Results= Results

ContentContent

Concepts:Concepts:
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Perception Structure:Perception Structure:

StimulusStimulus
Over two million bits ofOver two million bits of

information every secondinformation every second

••DeleteDelete
••DistortDistort
••GeneralizeGeneralize

Mental MapMental Map

Mental State
emotional associationsemotional associations

Physical BodyPhysical BodyBehaviors, ActionsBehaviors, Actions

          & Attitudes& Attitudes

Internal ProcessInternal Process
Under 150 information bits per secondUnder 150 information bits per second
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Internal Representation Filters:Internal Representation Filters:
••AttitudesAttitudes
••Values & BeliefsValues & Beliefs
••Meta-programsMeta-programs
••DecisionsDecisions
••MemoriesMemories
••LanguageLanguage
••Time PerceptionTime Perception
••Possibility Possibility   ~vs.~~vs.~  Short-sightedness  Short-sightedness

Internal Reality:Internal Reality:

••Delete - Distort - GeneralizeDelete - Distort - Generalize

Immaturity Model:Immaturity Model:

••Deny - Deflect - DestroyDeny - Deflect - Destroy
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••VVisualisual

••AAuditoryuditory

••KKinestheticinesthetic

••OOlfactorylfactory

••GGustatoryustatory

Auditory DigitalAuditory Digital

••Word RepresentationWord Representation

  WarningWarning……

ChangeChange
HappensHappens
Here!!!Here!!!

……Change does Change does NotNot              
         happen here!         happen here!
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Language ChangesLanguage Changes

The Body/Mind:The Body/Mind:
••Sensory bio-electric signal fired to an axionSensory bio-electric signal fired to an axion

••Neurotransmitter biochemical reactionNeurotransmitter biochemical reaction

••Dendrite receptor biochemical responseDendrite receptor biochemical response

••Receiving nerve cell bioelectric responseReceiving nerve cell bioelectric response

••Endocrine changes (Endocrine changes (endorphineendorphine//cortisolcortisol))

““Thoughts are things.Thoughts are things.””
“…language directly affecting the brain and nervous system.”

Reference:  Reference:  Quantum HealingQuantum Healing by Deepak Chopra by Deepak Chopra
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The Most ImportantThe Most Important

Question In NLP:Question In NLP:

WhoseWhose
ResponsibilityResponsibility

Is It ToIs It To
__________________________??
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Operational ValuesOperational Values
(closely related to strategies )(closely related to strategies )

•• Not Ideals:Not Ideals:
➡➡   Values are evidenced by what you willValues are evidenced by what you will

          currently currently   exchange time, money, effort,exchange time, money, effort,

          or attention/awareness for.or attention/awareness for.

•• Contextually SpecificContextually Specific

•• Affects decisions about preferences withAffects decisions about preferences with
regard to buying, love, learning,regard to buying, love, learning,
emotional response, etcemotional response, etc……
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““All Hypnosis IsAll Hypnosis Is

SELF HYPNOSIS EXCEPTSELF HYPNOSIS EXCEPT

WHEN ITWHEN IT’’S NOTS NOT””

““All Change Is All Change Is SELFSELF

CHANGECHANGE””

•• You will You will NEVERNEVER do anything to a do anything to a
clientclient

•• With rapport and technique, you mayWith rapport and technique, you may
assist by mapping the way to a clientassist by mapping the way to a client’’ss
goalgoal
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Personal Outcome ForPersonal Outcome For

This Seminar:This Seminar:

Imagine an outcome that isImagine an outcome that is

such a such a BIG DEALBIG DEAL to to

you that this is the mostyou that this is the most

important information ofimportant information of

your life!your life!
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••Use only techniques you receive inUse only techniques you receive in
this trainingthis training

•• Stay focused on your outcomeStay focused on your outcome

••Assume you are learning powerfulAssume you are learning powerful
technologytechnology

••When working in groups, do only theWhen working in groups, do only the
exercise at handexercise at hand

➡➡ Do not get caught up in small talk Do not get caught up in small talk
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•• Know Your OutcomeKnow Your Outcome

•• Take ActionTake Action

•• Have Sensory AcuityHave Sensory Acuity

•• Have Behavioral FlexibilityHave Behavioral Flexibility

•• Behave From Physical & Mental FitnessBehave From Physical & Mental Fitness
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Unconscious Incompetence

Unconscious CompetenceUnconscious Competence

Conscious IncompetenceConscious Incompetence

Conscious CompetenceConscious Competence
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• State what you WANT
➡ Not what you want to get rid of

• How will you know when you get it?
➡ See, feel, & hear

• Is there any part of you that is in conflict
with your goal?
➡ Watch for physical reaction
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••Is this something you want for yourself?Is this something you want for yourself?
➡➡Do you expect anyone else to act differently if you get it?Do you expect anyone else to act differently if you get it?

➡➡““Do you love me now that I can dance?Do you love me now that I can dance?””

••What talents, skills, & abilities do you have?What talents, skills, & abilities do you have?
➡➡Which ones do you need to get?Which ones do you need to get?

••Does this outcome positively affect all the components ofDoes this outcome positively affect all the components of
your life?your life?

➡➡Family, friends, work, & selfFamily, friends, work, & self

Outcome Structure:Outcome Structure:Outcome Structure:
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Presuppositions Of NLP:Presuppositions Of NLP:Presuppositions Of NLP:

•• People (are suppose to) can changePeople (are suppose to) can change

•• People have all the resources they need in order to changePeople have all the resources they need in order to change

•• People use predicates as they speak that correspond to theirPeople use predicates as they speak that correspond to their
preferred referencing system (V-A-K)preferred referencing system (V-A-K)

•• People use eye accessing cues that correspond to their preferredPeople use eye accessing cues that correspond to their preferred
referencing systemreferencing system

•• People make the best choice at the time of their decision based onPeople make the best choice at the time of their decision based on
the information that is available to them at time of their decisionthe information that is available to them at time of their decision

Must be integrated into your behavior in orderMust be integrated into your behavior in order
for you to model beliefs to the clientfor you to model beliefs to the client
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Presuppositions Of NLP:Presuppositions Of NLP:

•• Genius is a series of predictable behaviors that, when brokenGenius is a series of predictable behaviors that, when broken
down into component parts, can be copied or modeleddown into component parts, can be copied or modeled

•• There are no mistakesThere are no mistakes……only results that we learn fromonly results that we learn from
➡➡ There is no failureThere is no failure……only feedback.only feedback.

•• Our internal representation of the world is not the world.  It is anOur internal representation of the world is not the world.  It is an
impoverished representationimpoverished representation
➡➡ Elegantly statedElegantly stated…”…”The map is not the territoryThe map is not the territory””

•• When you always do what youWhen you always do what you’’ve always done, you will alwaysve always done, you will always
get what youget what you’’ve always gottenve always gotten

•• The nature of the universe is changeThe nature of the universe is change

Must be integrated into your behavior in orderMust be integrated into your behavior in order
for you to model beliefs to the clientfor you to model beliefs to the client

Loosely Adapted From Basic Techniques Book IILoosely Adapted From Basic Techniques Book II
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Life Change Is A
Generative Process

Life Change Is ALife Change Is A

Generative ProcessGenerative Process

•• Right brainRight brain

•• Integration happens outside ofIntegration happens outside of
awarenessawareness

•• Learning/healing happens in theLearning/healing happens in the
gaps between thoughtsgaps between thoughts
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 Choice Becomes Possible Choice Becomes Possible

PATTERNPATTERN
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•• Facial ColorFacial Color

•• Skin TensionSkin Tension

•• Breath RateBreath Rate

•• Relaxed or Tense MouthRelaxed or Tense Mouth

•• Degree of SquintDegree of Squint

Sight is the most important senseSight is the most important sense
when receiving communication!when receiving communication!
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“Avoiding Assumptions”

Calibration Of MeaningCalibration Of Meaning

““Avoiding AssumptionsAvoiding Assumptions””

••  Truth Truth ~~vsvs.~.~ Lie Lie

••  Affirmative or NegativeAffirmative or Negative
      Nonverbal ResponsesNonverbal Responses

••  CongruenceCongruence
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The NLP Triad:The NLP Triad:The NLP Triad:

ClientClientPractitionerPractitioner

    Objective    Objective

observerobserver
““The MetaThe Meta””
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Matching & Pacing:Matching & Pacing:Matching & Pacing:

•• Breath RateBreath Rate

•• Movement Size & PaceMovement Size & Pace

•• Blink RateBlink Rate

••  Volume, Pitch, & Speed of VoiceVolume, Pitch, & Speed of Voice

••  V, A, K, AV, A, K, ADD Match Match

••  VocabularyVocabulary

Verbal Rapport Skills:Verbal Rapport Skills:Verbal Rapport Skills:

Nonverbal Rapport Skills:Nonverbal Rapport Skills:Nonverbal Rapport Skills:
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•• Comment from clientComment from client

•• Kinesthetic sensationKinesthetic sensation

•• More color in faceMore color in face

•• Change something to test whetherChange something to test whether
or not they followor not they follow
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•• Favorite teacherFavorite teacher

•• What they likeWhat they like

•• What they dislikeWhat they dislike

•• How do they know what they believe?How do they know what they believe?

•• How do they know what they disbelieve?How do they know what they disbelieve?

Anchor negatives away from the NLP practitioner!Anchor negatives away from the NLP practitioner!
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Effectiveness Using

Submodalities:

Effectiveness UsingEffectiveness Using

Submodalities:Submodalities:

•• Are you using sensory-based language?Are you using sensory-based language?

•• Is the client describing changes withIs the client describing changes with
sensory-based language?sensory-based language?

•• Do you see a shift?Do you see a shift?

•• Have you tried VAK until one of themHave you tried VAK until one of them
makes a difference?makes a difference?
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your way to success.your way to success.””
ConstantlyConstantly direct the client to direct the client to

what they wantwhat they want……

……notnot the situations, habits, or the situations, habits, or
attitudes that they are trying toattitudes that they are trying to

get rid of!get rid of!
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Transformation:Transformation:

……is to change the way you store information.is to change the way you store information.

••TimeTime

••Sequence Of Your PrioritiesSequence Of Your Priorities

••Neural Association / DissociationNeural Association / Dissociation

••Toward /Away FromToward /Away From

TransformationTransformation……
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In TimeIn TimeThrough TimeThrough Time

••Trouble letting goTrouble letting go
••Is on timeIs on time
••Remembers goalsRemembers goals
••Can see past the presentCan see past the present

••Forgets to stay in stateForgets to stay in state
••Often canOften can’’t see past the presentt see past the present
••Goals slip behind themGoals slip behind them
••Never on timeNever on time
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••What do they automatically place in theirWhat do they automatically place in their
awareness first?awareness first?

••What do they place in their awareness last?What do they place in their awareness last?

••What is the order in which they choose toWhat is the order in which they choose to
deal with the circumstance of their life?deal with the circumstance of their life?
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Neural Association /Neural Association /

Dissociation:Dissociation:

Phobia TheaterPhobia Theater  vsvs..  Modeling A New BehaviorModeling A New Behavior

••  Real life example of Real life example of dissociative dissociative difficulty with adifficulty with a
      stated goal:stated goal:

Weight Loss client who has never been thin.Weight Loss client who has never been thin.

••  Real life example of over-association:Real life example of over-association:

 Any anxiety, panic, phobia, or states causing Any anxiety, panic, phobia, or states causing
          premature ejaculation.premature ejaculation.
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GoalGoal

DestructionDestruction
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Away From Pain:Away From Pain:
GoalGoal

DestructionDestruction
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How To Hear Client

Presuppositions:

How To Hear ClientHow To Hear Client

Presuppositions:Presuppositions:

•• Do they think their goal, skill, or desired condition of life exist?Do they think their goal, skill, or desired condition of life exist?

•• Is their desired outcome possible or impossible to them?Is their desired outcome possible or impossible to them?

•• Are they talking about untrue or unuseful cause-and-effectAre they talking about untrue or unuseful cause-and-effect
relationships?relationships?

•• Is your client making statements about another personIs your client making statements about another person’’s behaviors behavior
that are interpreted to mean something different?that are interpreted to mean something different?

➡➡  Complex equivalent Complex equivalent
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How To Hear ClientHow To Hear Client

Presuppositions:Presuppositions:

•• Is what your client focused on or choosing to discuss useful or unuseful? Is what your client focused on or choosing to discuss useful or unuseful?

➡➡  Where is their sensory awareness?  Where is their sensory awareness?

•• Does your client let goals slip behind him or her? Does your client let goals slip behind him or her?

➡➡  Is your client able to let go of useless memories from the past?  Is your client able to let go of useless memories from the past?

•• What are the submodalities indicated in descriptive words? What are the submodalities indicated in descriptive words?

➡➡  Example:    Example:  ““ItIt’’s a big deal.s a big deal.””

•• Are they associated / dissociated Are they associated / dissociated

•• Does the client talk in lists? Does the client talk in lists?
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•• What is their overall point?What is their overall point?
•• What is the big picture?What is the big picture?
•• If you were to know the whole storyIf you were to know the whole story

at onceat once……
•• ContextualContextual

Large Chunk:Large Chunk:

Small Chunk:Small Chunk:
•• Content (often sequential)Content (often sequential)

•• Use the meta model questionsUse the meta model questions
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•• ““ThatThat’’s right.s right.

•• ““Excellent.Excellent.””

•• ““Perfect.Perfect.””

•• ““You got it.You got it.””

•• ““Exactly.Exactly.””

Email Scott McFall at
scott@hypnosisconnection.com

for the entire Milton Model outline.
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Meta Model:Meta Model:

••  Used when information is missing from communicationUsed when information is missing from communication
  Information is missing through deletion, distortion,Information is missing through deletion, distortion,
          & generalization& generalization

••  Must be done in a mood of curiosityMust be done in a mood of curiosity
  An air of judging will destroy the processAn air of judging will destroy the process

••  Can clarify thoughts in the clientCan clarify thoughts in the client’’s mind in and of itselfs mind in and of itself

••  Assists the NLP practitioner in avoiding reverseAssists the NLP practitioner in avoiding reverse
transference, biases, and assumptionstransference, biases, and assumptions
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When You Ask:When You Ask:
➡➡  ““Always?Always?””
➡➡  ““Every?Every?””
➡➡  ““Never?Never?””
➡➡  ““Nobody?Nobody?””  
➡➡  ““What would happen if you did / didnWhat would happen if you did / didn’’t _________?t _________?””
➡➡  ““Can you think of a time when ______________?Can you think of a time when ______________?””

Known As Universal  Qualifier QuestionsKnown As Universal  Qualifier Questions

The point of these questions is to challenge the universality ofThe point of these questions is to challenge the universality of
the comment in order to encourage the client to be morethe comment in order to encourage the client to be more
specific or to elicit the specific source for their generalization.specific or to elicit the specific source for their generalization.

ExceptionException

(Influencing With Integrity - pg. 94 & 95)
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When You Ask:When You Ask:

                    ““How specifically_________?How specifically_________?””

Mind Read  -  Lost Mind Read  -  Lost Performative  Performative  -  Cause & Effect  -  Complex Equivalence-  Cause & Effect  -  Complex Equivalence
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When You Ask:When You Ask:

                                    ““Who specifically?Who specifically?””

                                    ““What specifically?What specifically?””

Unspecified Verbs  -  Lack Of Referential Index  -  DeletionsUnspecified Verbs  -  Lack Of Referential Index  -  Deletions
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•• What is the internal perception (V-A-K)What is the internal perception (V-A-K)
that makes them shift or change?that makes them shift or change?

•• If you change the  right oneIf you change the  right one……the rest ofthe rest of
the perception should shiftthe perception should shift

•• First attempt to associate, move closer orFirst attempt to associate, move closer or
further awayfurther away

Submodality ShiftSubmodality Shift
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•• Universal truths work best to installUniversal truths work best to install
belief.belief.

•• Where do they:Where do they:
 See it? See it?

  Feel it?Feel it?

  Hear it?Hear it?

Submodality ShiftSubmodality Shift
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What is the
submodality difference

between existing

unwanted belief and
the new desired belief?

What is the
submodality difference

between existing

unwanted belief and
the new desired belief?

••  DistanceDistance
••  DirectionDirection
••  SizeSize
••  Associated Associated vs vs dissociated.dissociated.
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NLP Model of ChangeNLP Model of Change

Old WorldOld World

ModelModel

Present StatePresent State

Model Of The World:Model Of The World:
•• Values Values
•• Beliefs Beliefs
••  BehaviorBehavior
••  ThoughtsThoughts
••  Meta ProgramsMeta Programs
•• Rep Systems Rep Systems
••  PresuppositionsPresuppositions
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Loosen ModelLoosen Model
•• Milton Model Milton Model
••  Meta Model 3Meta Model 3
••  Language PatternsLanguage Patterns
••  ReframingReframing
••  Logical Levels of TherapyLogical Levels of Therapy

Change WorkChange Work
•• Well formed outcomes Well formed outcomes
••  AnchoringAnchoring
••  SubmodalitiesSubmodalities
••  ReframingReframing
••  Time Line TherapyTime Line Therapy
••  StrategiesStrategies

Clean-upClean-up

••  EcologyEcology
••  Parts checkParts check
••  CongruencyCongruency

Future PaceFuture Pace
•• New  New BehaviorsBehaviors
••  Fill The ConvincerFill The Convincer

DesiredDesired

StateState

NewNew

ModelModel

Of TheOf The

WorldWorld


